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SOCI>History>History>Age 

 

Lower Paleolithic or Lower Old Stone Age 

age 

Africa 

-2000000 to -150000 

Oldowan, PreChellean, Abbevillian or Chellean, Acheulian, and Mousterian cultures evolved, in that order. 

 

Paleolithic or Old Stone Age 

age 

Africa 

-600000 to -10000 

Acheulian and Mousterian cultures existed. 

 

Mesolithic or Middle Stone Age 

age 

Earth 

-150000 to -35000 

Mongoloid and Caucasian peoples began and then Negroid and Brunet peoples began. Brunets are Iberian or 

Mediterranean, Hamitic or Berber in Egypt, East Indian, Polynesian, Dravidian in India, and Maori in New Zealand. 

 

Upper Paleolithic or Upper Old Stone Age or Recent Stone Age 

age 

Earth 

-50000 to -10000 

Cultures were first Aurignacian, then Solutrean and Gravettian, and then Magdalenian. Homo sapiens dominated 

Neanderthals, and Neanderthals became extinct. 

People lived up to forty years. 

Hunter-gatherers ground and polished stone tools. They used bows and arrows, used spears and spear-throwers, fished 

with nets with sinkers, fished with bone fishhooks, and hunted with barbed arrowheads. Small flint blades in wood or 

bone made sickles or knives, to gather wild plants. They chipped long blades from cylindrical stone cores. In Northern 

Hemisphere, flint burin chisels were for wood or antler/bone carving. They had stone saws, bone needles, and wooden 

tools. 

They had earth, stone, mud, reed, bone, skin, and wood tents and houses, some with sunken floors. They had dwellings 

with kitchen, living, and sleeping rooms. They put wooden houses on stilts in lakes. They had fires and hearths. They 

used food storage. They had houses and villages, with up to 300 people. They followed herds near ice edge. 

They had fur clothing from skin strips and used ornaments. They had mattocks, spoons, wheels, and lamps. 

They tried sympathetic magic and had medicine men. They had religion. 

They had rituals and ceremonies. They decorated themselves and tools. They carved. 

They migrated to Australia and America. Cro-Magnon man, Galley hill man, and Swanscombe skull lived in Upper 

Paleolithic. Galley hill man was short and stocky, with thick skull. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

age 

Africa/Asia/Europe 

-13000 to -5000 

Neolithic peoples had villages, advanced stone tools, and bone and wood tools. Ice ages were over. Burials were not 

elaborate. Votive offerings started in late Neolithic. 

 

Neolithic or New Stone Age 

age 

Greece 

-6000 to -3000 
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Neolithic people set stone tools, such as axes and hoes, in hafts. They used ground and polished stone tools, rather than 

chipped or flaked, such as celt ax heads. They had pottery making, carpentry, and weaving to make fabric. They used 

copper melting and casting. They had tattoos, jewelry, and personal property. They stored wheat and barley. 

They had patriarchal society, used circumcision, followed couvade, and used levirate. Neolithic people had mummies, 

built large stone circles, and started burial mounds [-5000]. Late Neolithic had second burial of bare bones. 

 

Chalcolithic Era or Copper Age 

age 

Near East 

-5000 to -1000 

Metal workers hammered copper weapons and tools. 

 

Taurian Age 

age 

Earth 

-4000 to -2000 

Began. 

 

Bronze Age 

age 

Near East 

-3800 to -1400 

Bronze is 90% copper and 10% tin melted together. It was for armor, helmets, shields, and ornaments but not for farm 

tools. Armies had 3000 to 5000 soldiers, with hardened weapons. It is harder than copper but easier to melt and pour 

into molds. No bronze was in Americas. 

 

Bronze Age 

age 

Thailand 

-3600 

It came from India. 

 

Neolithic 

age 

Southeast Asia 

-3000 

It came from India. 

 

Bronze Age 

age 

Greece 

-3000 to -1000 

By legend, the first age was the Golden Age, when immortals walked on Earth and no one worked. The second Silver 

Age was just before recorded history, when there was no war and a goddess ruled Earth. The third Age was the Bronze 

Age. 

 

Bronze 

age 

Vietnam 

-2000 to -800 

Pre Dong Son culture lived near Red, Ma, and Ca Rivers in north Vietnam. Pre Sa Huynh culture lived in south center 

near Dong Nai River. They used water buffalo, ox, and pig. 

 

Bronze 

age 

Britain/Scotland/Ireland 
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-2000 to -700 

Celts learned it from continental Europe. 

 

Iron Age 

age 

Anatolia 

-1800 

Iron Age began. 

 

Bronze Age 

age 

Scandinavia 

-1600 to -450 

Bronze Age people used barley, wheat in primitive form, and domesticated animals. 

 

Iron Age 

age 

Mesopotamia 

-1500 to -600 

Hittites began to use iron for tools, weapons, and chariots. Iron is harder than copper or bronze. Iron ore supply was 

greater than copper or tin supply. 

 

Iron Age of Europe 

age 

Europe 

-500 to 1 

It came from Middle East. 

 

Roman Iron Age 

age 

Scandinavia 

1 to 400 

Horse sacrifices replaced bull sacrifices. It used rune writing symbols. It had seasonal ceremonies. 

 

Aquarian Astrological Age or Age of Aquarius 

age 

Earth 

1 to 2000 

In astrology, constellation in which vernal equinox occurs determines age. Currently, Earth is in Age of Pisces. 2600 

will start Age of Aquarius. 

 

Dark Ages 

age 

Europe 

400 to 800 

Nomad movements predominated. 

 

Golden Age 

age 

China 

618 to 907 

Tang dynasty had ceramics, porcelain, and sculpture. Printing on paper using moveable wood type began. 

 

feudalism 

age 

Europe 
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800 to 1000 

Land ownership was hereditary, or high lord granted it in return for loyalty, service, soldiers, and money {feudalism}. 

Serfs belonged to lord's land. Roman laws and customs helped lead to feudalism. Aliens {clientes} were under 

patrician's legal protection. People attached themselves to powerful citizens {patrocinium}. People deeded land to 

patron {precarium}, in return for land use for life. 

 

fief 

age 

Europe 

800 to 1000 

Barbarian chiefs gave land {benefice} {fief}| {fee, fief} {feud} {fiefdom} {feuda} or land tenure {enfeoffment} to 

their favorites, in return for allegiance and military service. As king, Charlemagne established this practice. 

 

vassal 

age 

Europe 

800 to 1000 

Lords protected lower lords {vassal}|. 

 

Middle Ages 

age 

Europe 

800 to 1400 

After nomadic migrations ceased, Dark Ages ended and stable empires based on heredity and feudal systems 

developed. 

 

Age of Chivalry 

age 

Europe 

1200 to 1500 

After Gothic era, kings became dominant in Europe. Ideas of womanly beauty and grace, chivalry, and courtly love 

began with cult of the Virgin and Persian ideas about women. Many noble wives were at home during Crusades, and 

this code protected them. Nature observation began. Nobles had free time for play and fantasy. 

 

Renaissance 

age 

Europe 

1400 to 1550 

Classical thought and art spread from east. National states rose, along with languages. Protestants broke from Catholic 

Church, which underwent Counter-Reformation. It emphasized humans {humanism, Renaissance}. What property do 

all humans have? 

 

Baroque Era 

age 

Europe 

1550 to 1700 

It emphasized human genius and emotion. European countries began exploration and colonialism. 

 

Enlightenment or Age of Reason 

age 

Europe 

1660 to 1780 

Wars between Protestants and Catholics ended. Kings became dominant. It emphasized science and realism. Locke, 

Bayle, Diderot, Voltaire, d'Alembert, Montesquieu, Wolff, Mendelssohn, Lessing, and Kant were main thinkers. 

Ethics 
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People are good. Reason is people's unique faculty, allowing thought, action, art, and education. Progress can move 

toward culture based on reason. People are equal in reason. Tolerance of local differences is virtuous. Atheism or deism 

is correct. However, no one can reason through everything, correctly or incorrectly, so history and culture supply 

missing information and wisdom. Perhaps, progress and equality are illusions. 

 

Romantic Era 

age 

Europe 

1750 to 1830 

Era favored democracies, emotion and individualism in art, and feeling for the past. 

 

Industrial Revolution 

age 

Europe 

1760 to 1820 

Industrial Revolution favored democracies, large industries, social reform by government, continuous change, 

invention, practical applications, goods, Unitarian religion with Puritan ethics, energy, time, hygiene, and comfort. 

 

Nationalism 

age 

Earth 

1850 to 1920 

Arts relied on national themes. 

 

Cold War 

age 

Europe 

1945 to 1991 

Russia and USA never fought but increased military strength to counter each other and vied to control other nations. 

 


